
"The Alternate Payee may elect to receive payment from the Plan of the benefits
assigned to the Alternate Payee under this Order in any form in which such benefits
may be paid under the Plan to the Participant (other than in the form of a joint and
survivor annuity with respect to the Alternate Payee and his or her subsequent
spouse), but only if the form elected complies with the minimum distribution
requirements of Section 401(a)(9) of the Internal Revenue Code. Payments to the
Alternate Payee pursuant to this Order shall commence on any date elected by the
Alternate Payee (and such election shall be made in accordance with the terms of the
Plan), but not earlier than the Participant's earliest retirement age (or such earlier
date as allowed under the terms of the Plan), and not later than the earlier of (A) the
date the Participant would be required to commence benefits under the terms of the
Plan or (B) the latest date permitted by Section aOl(a)(9) of the Internal Revenue
Code. For purposes of this Order, the Participant's earliest retirement age shall be the
earlier of (i) the date on which the participant is entitled to a distribution under the
Plan, or (ii) the later of (I) the date the Particioant attains age 50, or (II) the earliest
date on which the Participant could begin receiving benefits under the plan if the
Participant separated from service. "

THE SUPREME COURT OF
THE TINITED STATES

OCTOBER TERM 2OOO

IRS Notice 97-11

VI. FOLLOW UP

o Get the DRO signed by the Judge.

Submit the DRO to the Plan Administrator.

a Change beneficiary designations. See Egelhoff v. Egelhoff, 121 S. Ct.1322 (2001)

VII. USE RESOURCES DR. RICHARD E. SHUGRUE
Professor of Law
Creighton University
Omaha

. 26 U.S.C. $ 414(p)

. 26 C.F.R. $ l.aOl(a)-13
o IRS Notice 97-II

(reprinted at http://www.valuedesign.com/HRforms/IRSnotice9T -l 1 .htm)
. "The Division of Pensions Thlough QDR.Os," publisired iry the Department of Labor

(reprinted at http : //www. do l. gov/dol/pwba/public/pubs/qdro. htm) JESSE D. STANEK
Second-Year Law Student
Creighton University
Omøhø
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Hít Parade
Bush v. Gore, 00-0949

Few Supreme Court decisions have given rise to so heated a reaction as the
Florida election case. As one scholar noted, "there's been a familiar tendency to hurl
accusations of deviance from legal norms without speciffing or concretely substantiating
the norms, and without attention to the annoying two-sidedness of contradictions." The
decision brought out the big guns of each side of the political spectrum-Alan
Dershowitz onthe left and Richard Posner on the right-for full-scale treatises on the
opinions and the justices.

Three questions were presented to the court:
1. 'Whether the Florida Supreme Court erred in establishing new standards for

resolving presidential election contests that conflict with legislative
enactments and thereby violate Article II, Section 1, Clause of the U.S.
Constitution (which provides that electors shall be appointed by each state "in
such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct").

Z. 'Whether the state court erred in establishing post-election judicially created
standards that threaten to overfurn the certified results of the election for
President in the state and that fail to comply with the requirements of 3 U.S.C.
sec. 5 (which gives conclusive effect to state court determinations only is
those determinations are made "pursuant to" "laws enacted prior to" election
day.

3. Whether the use of arbitrary, standardless and selective manual recounts to
determine the results of a presidential election, including post-election
judicially created selective and capricious recount procedures, that vary both
across counties and within counties in the state violates the Equal Protection
or Due Process Clauses of the l4th Amendment.

On December 8, a month after the election, the Florida Supreme Court ordered an
immediate hand-count of some 170,000 ballots throughout the state. The next day the
U.S. Supreme Court entered the case stopping the manual recount. The Florida court's
mandatè was stayed by 5-4. The high court accepted the case for review and set the date
of Monday, Dec. 11 for argument.

Jultice Stevens dissented from the action, criticizing the majority for acting
..unwisely." He wrote that counting all the legally cast ballots "cannot constitute
ineparabie harm." On the contrary, he reasoned, 'þreventing the recount from being
completed will inevitably cast a cloud ori the legitimacy of the election."

Justice Scalia responded to this dissent, noting that the Bush position "has a
substantial probability of success." He questioned whether the votes to be hand-counted
were "legallY cast votes."

À ¿uy later the 5-4 decision was handed down. It held that the statewide recount
could not take place and still pass constitutional muster, without being a denial of equal
protection.

The critics of the majority maintain that they deviated from two types of norms:
1. Some of their rulings were inconsistent with settled, highly predictable rules,

practices and outcomes.



Kylto v. (Jníted States,99-8508
Petitioner fyflo *u. a modern day moonshiner, growing marijualS plants in his

garcgewith high intäsity lights, Law eniorcement agents used a thermal imaging device

io ,.ão petitioñer's home foievidence of the heat associated with grow lights' The scan

showed that petitioner's garage roof and a sidewall were relatively hot compared to the

rest of his home and muJh **tt than the neighboring units. Based in part on the

thermal scan, a search warrant for Kyllo's home was issued and the agents for¡rd

-*i¡"*u grô*in!. iyllo was indicted on a federal drug charge and.unsuccessfully

moved to suppresJtne evi¿ence seized from his home. The Ninth Circuit affirmed,

upholding ttre ttrermat imaging on the ground that Kyllo had shown no subjective

"ip""tuiiãn 
of privacybecãusã he made no attempt to conceal the escaping heat'

HELD: When the Govemment uses a device that is not in general public use' as

here, to explore details of a private home that would previously have been unknowable

*i,fr""t physical intrusion, fhe surveillance is a Fourth Amendment search and is

presumptively unreasonable without a warrant'
i"aaliaþr the Court (ioined by Souter, Thomas, Gínsburg and Breyer)

stevens dissenting (¡oined by Rehnquist, o'connor and Kennedy)

Iltínoís v. McArthur, 99'1132
After u"ro*p"r¡ng a scared wife to the trailer she shared with respondent,

Charles McArthur, truoîUãois police officers, acting on a tip from the bitter bride,

denied McArthur entry to his hóme for about two hours while a search warrant was

;;;";rd. The officers believed securing the premises 1o be necessary to prevent

i.rpon¿."t from destroying the drugs his wife claimed were hidden under the sofa' A
search wafrant was obtáin"¿ *¿ thé officers confiscated,2.S glams of marijuana and

paraphernalia, resulting in two misdemeanor charges'

McArthur filed a motion to suppress the evidence found inside the trailer on the

grounds that his Fourth Amendment tight against unreasonable search and seizure had

been violated when McArthur *ur rrotãtowed to enter his trailer alone. The Moultrie

county circuit court granted the motion and the State appealed. The appellate court

ufnr-"¿, finding the õfficer's entrance into the trailer with McArthur amounted to an

interference with both his possessory and private interests. The Illinois Supreme Court

denied the State's petition of appeal'
HELD: Giuen the naturè of the intrusion and the law enforcement interest at

stake, the brief seizure of the premises was permissible-under the Fourth Amendment'

Ar"yir¡* tlte Coiìt $oined ty Rehnquist, 
-O'Connor, 

Scalia, Kennedy, Souter, Thomas

and Ginsburg)
Souter concurring
stevens dissenting:,.IJnder the specific facts of this case I believe the majority gets the

balance wrong. Eäch of the Illinois jurists who participated in the decision of this case

placed a highãr value on the sanctity of the ordinary citizen?s home than on the

prosecution of this petty offense"'

3

Z. They deviated from rules..or outcomes which have charactertzed their own

Prior decisions.

The majority had stayed the Florida court from ordering recount, even though

such stays *. r*.,'*d even thougþ the established standard requires the¡e to be

irreparable harm. tn arguirrg thati-t was too late to do hand-recounting, the majority

overlooked the fact that their own stay was the sole reason the recounts were not already

completed. The *u¡o¡ù also erred in claiming that the "safe harbor" date of December

12 was a final ¿ateïniðn could not be met if ihere had been recounting. This is so

becarfse a state,s erectors can be designated at any time prior to the Electoral college

vote.
Many conservatives praised the court for preventing the Florida Supreme court

from..stealing" the electionior Al Gore. Many liberals condemned the majority for

"stealing" the election for Mr. Bush, and then ior lying -the Dershowitz position-about

the necJssity of its decision. Whether Bush v. Gore will rank with the Dred Scott

decision or Korematsuv. u.s.remains for history to decide. But for players in the 2000

pr.ri¿r"ti"f election, it was an extraordinary Supreme Court decision'

see,also,Bushv.PalmBeachcounty-canvassingBoard,00-836'holdingthat
the Floridu iop..*t Court decision mandating a recount by hand in the

presidential eläction has considerable uncertainty as to its specific grounds' This

uncertainty wananted vacating the decision and remanding it to the Florida court'

Amendment,I dissent."

Atwater v. Cíty of Lago Vista,99-1408
Petitioner Gail Atwaterwas your typical soccer mom making her suburban

rounds; she was ,ro, u rtigrt flight ¡tt. e¡tåter was bringing ttg ï9 children home from

soccer practice; none ofihe three were seat-belted. Police Officer Turek saw ttre belt

violations, pulled fltiiiooo over, verbally berated her, handcuffed her, placed her in his

squad car and "r.årt.d 
her to the local poti.t station. She was booked and spent a short

amount of time in a hol¿ing cell before being released on bond' She pleaded no contest to

the misdemeanors ã"a puia"u $50 fine. Arwater and her husband filed suit wñer 42

U.S.C. 1983, uff.ging tirat respondents had violated her Fourth Amendment right to be

free from rr*"uroiutlr r"*rhæ and seizures. The District Court found the claim

meritless and granted respondent summary judgment. The Fifth circuit (sitting en banc)

affirmed.
HELD: An unusually divided court found the Fourttr Amendment does not forbid

a warrant-less arest for a minor criminal offense, such as a misdemeanor seat belt

violation punishable only by a fine'
ioit"r¡oi the Court goí"rd by Rehnquist, Scalia, Kennedy, and þma1)
o'connor drssent:n{$oined'by st"u"nt, Ginsburg and Breyer)" "The Fourth

Amendment guarantees the right to be free ûom unreasonable searches and seizures' The

court recognizes that the *.rt of Gail Atwater was a pointless indignity that served no

discernible state interest and yet holds that her arrest was constitutionallypermissible'

Because the Court's positionis inconsistent with the explicit guarantee of the Fourth

2



Kennedy concurring (joined by O'Connor)
Breyer dissenting (ioined by Stevens, Souter and Ginsburg)

Brentwood Acad. v. Tennessee Secondary Sch. Athlet¡c Assoc.r 99-901
Respondent is a non-profit athletic association (Association) that regulates

interscholastic sports among Tennessee public and private high schools. Public high
schools account for 84Yo of the Association's membership, school officials make up the
Association's voting membership and governing council and Association staff may join
the state retirement system. The Association has the power to penalize member-schools
that break sanctioned rules and when they penalized petitioner Brentwood Academy for a

recruiting violation, Brentwood sued the Association under 42 U.S.C. $1983, claiming
that the rule's enforcement was a state action that violated the First and Fourteenth
Amendments. The District Court granted summary judgment for Brentwood, but the
Sixth Circuit reversed finding no state action in the Association's assessing of penalties.

HELD: The Court reversed and remanded, noting that the Association's
regulatory activity is state action owing to the pervasive entwinement of state school
officials in the Association's structure.
Souterfor the Court (joined by Stevens, O'Connor, Ginsburg and Breyer)
Thomas dissenting (ioined by Rehnquist, Scalia and Kennedy)

Good News Club v. Mílfurd Cent Sch.,99-2036
Respondent Milford Central School enacted a policy authorizing district residents

to use its buil¿ing after school for (1) instruction in education, leaming or the arts and (2)
social, civic, recreational and entertainment uses 'þertaining to community welfare."
Petitioner Good News Club is a private Christian organization for younger children. The
sponsors of the Club were both district residents and accordingly eligible to use Milford's
fàcitities for meetings. The Club requested permission to use Milford, however the school
denied their request on the grounds that the Club's activities were equivalent to religious
worship prohibited by the community use policy.

Petitioners brought suit under 42 U.S.C. 1983, alleging that denial of the Club's
request was a violation of free speech rights under the First and Fourteenth Amendments.
Tþe District court granted summaryjudgment for Milford. In affirming, the Second
Circuit rejected the Club's contention that Milford's restriction was unreasonable and
held that b"cuurc the Club's subject matter was essentially religious and its activities fell
outside the bounds of moral character development, Milford's policy was constitutionally
permissible subject discrimination, not unconstitutional viewpoint discrimination.

HELD: Thomas, writing for the Court, reversed and remanded the Second Circuit
judgment, finding that Milford violated the Club's free speech rights when it excluded the
-Ct"U 

from meeting after hours at the school.
Thomas for the Court (joíned by Rehnquist, Scalia, O'Connor and Kennedy)
Scalia concurring
Breyer concurring in part
Stevens dissenting
Souter dissenting (ioined by Gínsburg)

0
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PGA Tour,Inc. v. Martín,00-0024
Respondent Casey Martin was diagnosed at birt! with Klippel-Trenaunay-Weber

syndrome, u druitituting congenital vascular disability. This crippling circulatory disorder

cäuld eventually force doctors to amputate Martin's withered right leg as every step he

takes ca¡ries thé possibility of accidentally damaging the already torn nerve endings on

the bottom of his feet, leaving amputation as the only option. Despite this arduous

physical limitation, Martin wãnt on to become an accomplished golfer with a prosperous

iiot, ,ur""r at Stanford University. In college tournaments, the NCAA allowed Martin

the use of a cart to navigate the miles of fairway, greens, traps and watel hazards' To gain

entry on the pro tours sionsored by petitioner, most players are required to successfully

compete in a three-stagä qualifying tournament referred to as Q-school. Any member of
the public may enter {-schoot with ¡wo letters of recommendation and payment of a

$¡,ôOO fee. Cô1¡ cartsìre permitted in the first two stages of Q-school but have not been

used in the third stage sinóe 1997. Petitioner requires all tournament players to walk the

course during tournãments, except in open qualifying events for each tournament and on

petitioner's senior tour.
When Martin turned pro and entered the Q-school, he requested permission to use

a golf cart during the third stage and supported his reqlest with detailed medical records'
petitioner refused and Martin nl.¿ tttir *se under Title Itr of the Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA), which among other things, requires an entity operating a public

ã".o*-o¿ation ìo make reasonable Ãodifications in its policies when necessary to afford

such accommodations to individuals with disabilities. The Oregon federal court ruled in
Martin's favor. petitioner appealed and the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals affirmed.

HELD: (l) Title móf tne ADA, by its plain terms, prohibits petitioner from

denying Martin èó"f access to its tours ot, ttt. tasis of his disability. (2) Allowing Martin
to use igolf can áespite petitioner's walking requirement, is not a modification that

would fundamentally altér the nature of petitioner's tours or the third-stage of the Q-
school. Affirmed.
Stevens for the Court (ioined by Rehnquist, O'Connor, Kennedy, Souter, Ginsburg' and

Breyer)
Scalia dissenting (ioined by Thomas)

Unív. of Atabama Bd. of Tr.v. Garuett,99'1240-Respondent 
filed a lawsuit against petitioner, Alabama state employers' seeking

money damages undçr Title I of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). In an

opinión dispõsing of the matter, the District Court granted petitioners summary judgment,

aþeeing *itn tfr"* that the ADA exceeds Congress' authority to abrogate the State's

Eleuenti Amendment immunity. The Eleventh Circuit reversed, holding that the ADA
validly abrogates such immunitY.

HELD: A Court divided among familiar lines reversed the Eleventh Circuit,

holding that Congress may abrogate thã State's Eleventh Amendment immunitywhen it
both uãequivocalìy intends to dõ so and acts pursuant to a valid grant of constitutional

authority.
Rehnquistfor the Court (ioined by Scalia, Kennedy, O'Connor and Thomas)

fI
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Kennedyfor the Court (ioined by Rehnquist, O'Connor, Scalia and Thomas, Stevens
joined as to part IIA)
Scalia concurring
Stevens concurring in part and dissenting in part
Ginsburg dissenting (ioined by Breyer and Souter)
Breyer dissenting

E. Assocíated Coal Corp., v. Uníted Míne Workers of Am., Díst. 11 99-1038
The arbitration provisions in petitioner Eastern Associated Coal Corp.'s collective

bargaining agreement with employee James Smith, represented by respondent, specified
that petitioner must prove in binding arbitration that it had 'Just cause" to discharge an
employee, otherwise employee must be reinstated.

Respondent union represents James Smith, a truck driver who worked for
petitioner and was accordingly subject to Department of Transportation (DOT)
regulations requiring random drug testing of workers engaged in "safet¡r-sensitive"
duties. On two separate occasions Smith tested positive for marijuana and petitioner
sought his dismissal. Both times respondent union went to a¡bitration and the arbitrator
twice found that Smith's marijuana use did not amount to 'Just cause" and accordingly
reinstated him. On the second occasion, petitioner filed suit to vacate the arbitrator's
award. The District Court ordered the award's enforcement. The Fourth Circuit affirmed.

HELD: Public Policy considerations do not require courts to refuse to enforce an
arbitration award ordering an employer to reinstate an employee truck driver who twice
tested positive for marijuana.
Breyerfor the Court (ioined by Rehnquist, Stevens, O'Connor, Kennedy, Souter, and
Ginsburg)
Scalía concurring (ioined by Thomas)

C & L Enter., Inc., v. Cítízen Band Potawatomí Indían Tríbe of Oklahomar 00-292
Respondent, a federally recognized Tribe, proposed and entered into a standard,

run-of-the-mill construction contract with petitioner C &,L Enterprises, for the
installation of a roof on a Tribe-owned commercial building in Oklahoma, not on
reservation lands. The Contract contained two clauses of much interest. First, a clause
provided that all disputes arising out of the contract would be decided by arbitration in
äccordance with the Construction Industry Arbitration Rules of the American Arbitration
Association, providing that parties to these rules shall be deemed to have consented that
judgement upon the arbitration award maybe entered in any federal or state court having
ihrlrop.t jurisdiction. Second, the contract contained a choice of law clause that insisted
the ãontract be governed by the law of the place where the project was located.

After execution of the contract, but prior to C & L's performance the tribe
solicited new bids and retained another company to install the roof. C & L insisted that
the Tribe had dishonored the contract and submitted an arbitration demand. The Tribe
asserted sovereign immunity and declined to take part in the arbitration proceedings. The
arbitrator received evidence and rendered a judgment in favor of C & L, who then
brought suit to enforce the award in the District Court of Oklahoma County. The Tribe

7

Legat Services Corp. v. Velazquez,99-603e 
The Legal iervices Corporation Act authorizes petitioner Legal Services

Corporation GSC) to distribute Congressionally mandated funds to local grantee

orgånizations providing free legal assistance to indigent clients in welfare benefits claims.

Siãce 1996 Cóngress has prohibited LSC funding of any organization that represented

clients in an effort to amend or change existing welfare laws. Grantee organizations knee-

deep in representation cannot continue counsel if a constitutional issue becomes apparent.

nespondents, lawyers employed by the LSC, filed a suit to declare the restriction invalid.
fne Oistrict Court denieórespondents request for a preliminary injunction, but the

Second Circuit quickly invalidated the restriction, finding it an impermissible viewpoint
discrimination in direct conflict with the First Amendment.

HELD: The Court affirmed, finding the funding restriction to violate the First
Amendment. ..The instant restriction prevents LSC attorneys from advising the courts of
serious statutory validity questions. It also threatens severe impairment of the judicial
function by sifting out iasãs presenting constitutional challenges in order to insulate the

Government's laws from judicial inquiry."
Kennedyfor the Court (ioined by Stevens, Souter, Ginsburg, and Breyer)
Scalia dissenting Çoined by Rehnquist, O'Connor and Thomas)

Pøløzzolo v. Rhode Island,99'2047
petitioner was the sole shareholder in Shore Gardens (SGD and when the

corporate charter was revoked in 1978, an undeveloped waterfront parcel owned by SGI

passed to petitioner. In 1971 the State created respondent Rhode Island Coastal

iì.roor"., Management Council (Council) who promulgated regulations known as the

Coastal Resources Management Program (CRMP), designating salt marshes like those on
petitioner's property as piotected coastal wetlands with limited development potential.

In teAf petitionår applied to the Council for permission to fill his entire
marshland area. The CounCii rejected the application. Two years later petitioner again

filed with the Council, seeking permission to fill 11 of the property's 18 wetland acres to

build a private beach club. The Council rejected this application as well, ruling that the

proporál did not satisff standards for obtaining a special exception to fill salt marsh,

*nårrUy the proposed activity must serve a compelling public interest. Petitioner then

filed an inverse condemnation action in Rhode Island Superior Court, asserting the State

wetlands regulations amounted to an improper takings and violated his Fifth and

Fourteenth Amendment rights. The court ruled against petitioner and the State Supreme

Court affirmed, holding th;t (1) The claim was not ripe, (2) he had no right to challenge

regulations predating t-lZA lwhen he became owner), and (3) because the regulation
põdutra his acquisiiion of title, he could have no reasonable expectation of development.

HELD: The Court affirmed in part, reversed in part and remanded the matter. The

Court held that petitioner's claim was ripe for review, petitioner's acquisition after the

regulations effeðtive date did not bar his takings claim and the State Supreme Court did
noJ ro in finding petitioner failed to establish a deprivation of all economic use, "for it is
undisputed that his parcel retains significant development value."

6





HELD: The general maritime cause of action recognizedby Moragne for death
caused by a violation of maritime duties is available for the negligent breach of a
maritime duty of care. Although Moragne did not limit its rule to any particular maritime
duty, the facts were limited to the duty of seaworthiness. However, there is no rational
basis for distinguishing negligence from seaworthiness. Negligence is no less a maritime
duty than seaworthiness, and the choice-of-law anomalies provoked by withholding a

wrongful death remedy are no less severe.
Scalia (or the Court, Parts I, IIA, and IIBI unanimous, IIB2 joined by Rehnquist,
Stevens, O'Connor, Kennedy, and Thomas)
Ginsburg (concurring in part, ioined by Souter and Breyer)

Lewis v. Lewis & Clark Mariner lnc.r 99-1331
Petitioner sued respondent, Lewis & Clark Marine in an Illinois County Court for

injuries suffered while working aboard respondent's vessel, Karen Michelle,but did not
request a jury trial. In anticipation of the suit, respondent vessel-owner filed a complaint
."ékittg exoneration from or a limitation of liability under The Limitation of Liability Act
in Federal District Court. The court approved a surety bond equal to respondent's
financial interest in the vessel and ordered that any claim related to the incident be filed
within a specified period, enjoining the filing or prosecution of any related suits.

Petitioner moved to resolve the restraining order because he was the only
claimant, any res judicata claim related to limited liability was waived, his claim's value
was less than the limitation fund and respondent had the ability to relitigate limited
liability issues in the District Court. While the District Court was well aware of the
inherent conflicting interests of The Limitation of Liability Act and the saving to suitors
clause of 28 U.S.C. $1333 (1) which saves to suitors "all other remedies to which they
are otherwise entitledi'the court recognized two exceptions to exclusive federal
jurisdiction allowing the case to be heard in state court: when there is a single claimant or
all claims against vessel or¡/ner equal less than the total of the limitation fund. The
injunction was subsequently dissolved. The Eighth Circuit found that the trial court had
wrongfully dissolveO ttre injunction due to respondent's right to contest liability in federal
court and petitioner's lack of a saved remedy in state court.

HELD: Because state courts may adjudicate claims like petitioner's against
vessel owners so long as the owner's right to seek limitation of liability is protected, the
Eighth Circuit erred in reversing the District Court's decision to dissolve the injunction.
O'Connor, J., (þr a unanimous court)

Amerícan Indían

Atkínson Tradíng Co.,Inc. v. Shírley,00-454
Petitioner, Joe Atkinson, president of Atkinson Trading Co., owns and operates a

trading posVsouvenir shop/trotel. The trading post has been in the family since 1916,
howevei when Congress expanded the boundaries of the Navajo Reservation in 1934, the
trading post became surrounded by reservation . h 1992 the Navajo Nation imposed a
five- percent Hotel Occupancy Tax on anyroom costing more than $2 a day located
within the exterior boundaries of the Navajo Nation reservation. The ta:< was raised to
eight percent in 1994.
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border and to weed intoxicated drivers off the roads were designed primarily to serve

purposes closely related to the problems of supervising the border and ensuring roadway
'rufËty. Because the primary purpose of the Indianapolis narcotics checkpoints was to

uncovef evidence of ordinary criminal wrongdoing, the program contravened the 4ft

Amendment.
HELD: Because the checþoint program's primary purpose is indistinguishable

from the general interest in crime õontrol, the checkpoints violate the 4'n Amendment'

O'Connolfor the court (ioined by Stevens, Kennedy, Souter, Ginsburg and Breyer')

Rehnquist (dissenting, ¡otned by Thomas and scalia as to Part I)
Thomøs (seParate dissent)

FEC v. Colorado Republícan Fed. campaígn comm.,00-0191
After the Colärado Republican Partyaired several radio ads attacking a

Democratic Congressman's uãting record in his bid for a Senate seat, the Colorado

Democratic party challenged the ad before the Federal Election Commission' The FEC

sided with the Democrats=and filed suit in federal court alleging that the. ad in question

*u, all expenditure connected with the senate race and exceeded spending limits
stipulated'by the Party Expenditure Provision (PEP). The Republicans "q" back,

insisting thãt the ad was not an expenditure in connection with the upcoming senate race

because neither party had an official candidate when the ad was aired. The District court

agreeO and dismisrrä th. FEC complaint. The Tenth Circuit reversed, concluding that the

ad was subject to the limits of the PEP. The u.s. supreme court heard the matter in 1996

and remanded. The District Court then found the PEP limits to be unconstitutional. A
divided Tenth Circuit affrmed.

HELD: A divided court held that because the party expenditure in this case was

coordinated and not truly independent, it could be limited by FEC regulations without

violating First Amendment rights.
Souter/or the Court (ioíned iy Stevens, O'Connor, Gínsburg, and Breyer)
Thomas dissenting (ioined by scalía, Rehnquist, and Kennedy)

Admíralty

Norþlk Shípbuitdíng & Drydock Corp., v' Gørrís,00-346- 
Respondent attegeA ihat her rott dird as a result of injuries sustained while

performing sandblastiniaboard a vessel berthed in Virginia waters as a direct result of

;;t¡1io;rrt negligence.-tttr oirttict Court quickly dismissed the complaint for failwe to

,tut. u federal õlui*, stating that no cause oiaction exists for death resulting from

negligence under general ti*iti-r law. The Fourth Circuit disagreed and reversed'

,."irolning that altliough the U.S. Supreme Court had not yet recog4ized amaritime cause

of action for wrongfui death of a noi-seaman in state territorial waters resulting from

n.gtigrn"", the principles of Mo ragne v. States Marine Line, Inc',398 U'S' 375 (1970)'

made such a finding trigtttyprobabìe. The question presented was whether the negligent

breach of a generuräuãtiåå ooty of care was actionable when the breach caused death,

as it was when the breach merely causes an injury'
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tribes with whom the Department has a consulting relationship have a direct interest in
the subject matter of the consultations.

HELD: In affirming, the Court found the documents at issue as not exempt from
the FOIA's disclosure requirements as "Inter-agency or intra-agency memorandums or
letters."
Souterþr a unanimous court

Idaho v. Uníted States,00-189
Nestled high in the Bitterroot Mountains, way north in that tiny sliver of Idaho

that lies between Washington and Montana, sits the majestic and life-giving Lake Coeur
d'Alene. In l8T2,years before Idaho was granted statehood, the Coeur d'Alene krdian
tribe sent a land charter request to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs. The request
sought parts of the lake and its tributaries for fishing and hunting purposes. After years of
bickering back and forth, in a final 1889 contract, the tribe agreed to release the northern
portion of the lake. The area the tribe kept became known as the "submerged lands."
Congress eventually formally approved the contract, but not until ayear after Idaho
became a state.

Idaho pointed to its Constitution when asserting its right to the Tribe's land. But
according to legal precedent, Idaho's presumed assumption of Indian lands within its
borders could be overcome if shown that Congress clearly intended to defeat Idatro's title
to those lands. In July of ß94 the United States filed suit in federal court on behalf of the
tribe in an effort to settle title of the submerged lands. The District Court granted
ownership of the submerged lands to the United States and the tribe. hr August 1998
Idaho appealed, but a unanimous Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals affirmed.

HELD: The National Government holds title, in trust for the tribe, to lands
underlying portions of Lake Coeur d'Alene and the St. Joe River. . . Congress
recognized the full extent of the Executive Order reservation and it intended to bar
passage to Idaho of the submerged lands at issue . . . The maruler in which Congress then
proceeded to deal with the Tribe clearly shows that preservation of the reservation's land,
absent contrary agreement with the Tribe, was central to Congress' complimentary
objectives of dealing with pressures of white settlement and establishing the reservation
by permanent legislation.
Souterfor the Court (joíned by Stevens, O'Connor, Ginsburg and Breyer)
Rehnquist dissenting (ioined by Scalia, Kennedy, and Thomas)

Nevada v. Hícks, 99-t994
This case presents the question of whether a tribal court may assert jurisdiction

over civil claims against state officials who entered tribal land to execute a search wa¡rant
against a tribe member suspected of having violated state law outside the reservation.
Respondent Hicks is a member of the Fallon Paiute-Shoshone Tribes of western Nevada
and calls their reservation home. Following petitioner's state-courVtribal court executed
search warrants, Hicks' filed suit in Tribal Court against the wardens who searched his
home and Nevada. His claim alleged trespass, abuse of process, and violation of
constitutional rights remediable under 42 U.S.C. 1983.

w
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Cívíl Procedure: Standørd of Revíew

Cooper fndus., fnc., v. Leatherman Tool Groupr Inc.r 99-2035
Respondent Leatherman manufactures a variety of nifty pocket tools, all of which

improve on the timetested durability and function of the classic Swiss army knife. \ilhen
petitioner Cooper industries decided on capturing some of the rugged pocket tool market,
they developed a tool that closely resembled one of Leatherman's basic models. Instead
of waiting for their product to be created, Cooper jumped the gun and altered a
Leatherman to advertise as its own product, all the while airbrushing promotional
photographs to remove the remnants of the Leathermen logo. The promotional material
was used in catalogs, pamphlets and was even shown at a trade convention where
attendance reached 70,000.

Leatherman filed this action asserting violations of the Trademark Act of 1946. A
trial jury awarded Leatherman $50,000 in compensatory damages and 4.5 million in
punitive damages. Rejecting petitioner's argument that the punitive damages were
grossly in excess of the harm committed, the District Court entered judgment. The matter
was appealed and the Ninth Circuit affirmed the punitive damages award, reasoning that
the District Court did not abuse its discretioz in declining to reduce the award.

HELD: Courts of Appeal should apply a de novo standard when reviewing
district court determinations of the constitutionality of punitive damages awards. The
Ninth Circuit erred in applying the less demanding abuse-of-discretion standard in this
case- Vacated and remanded.
Stevens for the Court (joined by Rehnquist, O'ConnoL Kennedy, Souter, Thomas and
Breyer)
Thomas concurring
Scalia concurring
Ginsburg dissenting

Cívíl Procedure: Res Judícøta

Semtek Inl'l,Inc. v. Lockheed Martin Corp.,99-1551
Petitioner's Califomia state-court suit was successfully removed to a California

Federal District Court based on diversity of citizenship and respondent was again
successful in moving for dismissal of the case "on the merits" as ba¡red by California's
statute of limitations. Petitioners proceeded to pack their bags and catch the first plane
east where they promptly brought suit in a Maryland Circuit Court, alleging the same
causes of action. This action was not time barred under the Maryland statute of
limitations. The Circuit Court dismissed the case on the ground of res judicata. The
Maryland Court of Special Appeals affirmed.

HELD: Because the claim-preclusive effect of a federal court's dismissal upon
the merits of a diversity action on state statutes of limitations grounds is governed by a
federal rule, which in turn (in diversity cases) incorporates the claim-preclusion law that
would be applied by state courts in the State in which the federal court sits, the Maryland
Court of Special Appeals erred in holding that the California federal court's dismissal
upon the merits necessarily precluded the Maryland state court action . . Any other rule
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The Tribal Court held that it h.ad the requisite jurisdiction to hear Hicks' claims
against non-tribal members, including the federal 1983 claim. The Tribal Appeals Court
affirmed. Petitioners then took the matter to Federal Dishict Court who held that the
wardens and the state would have to exhaust their qualified immunity claims in Tribal
Court. The Ninth Circuit affirmed, with judgment that because Hicks' home is on
reservation land, sufficient support for tribal jurisdiction over civil claims against
nonmembers exists.

HELD: The Tribal Court did not have jurisdiction to adjudicate the wardens
alleged tortious conduct in executing a search wa:rant for an off-reservation crime. .

Tribal authority to regulate state officers in executing processes related to off-reservation
violations of state law is not essential to tribal selÊgovernment or internal relations.
Scaliafor the Court (joined by Rehnquist, Kennedy, Souter, Thomas and Ginsburg)
Souter concurring (ioined by Kennedy and Thomas)
Ginsburg concuning
O"Connor concurring ín parl and concurring in judgment (joined by Stevens and
Breyer): "The Court holds that a tribe has no power to regulate the activities of state
officials enforcing state law on land owned and controlled by the tribe. The majority's
sweeping opinion, without cause, undermines the authority of tribes to make their own
laws and be ruled by them."
Stevens concurring (ioined by Breyer)

Civil Pro cedure: G overnm ental Immuníty

Centrøl Green Co., v. Uníted Statesr 99-859
The Madera Canal is a federal water management project that inigates farms, including
petitioner Central Green's pistachio orchard, throughout the San Joaquin Valley.
Petitioner brought suit against respondent United States and The Madera hrigation
District (MID), alleging that negligence in the canal's construction, design and
maintenance caused subsurface flooding, resulting in damage to the orchard and farm
equipment. The complaint sought damages under the Federal Torts Claim Act. Relying
on the immunity granted by the Flood Control Act of 1928,33 U.S.C. S702c---which
reads that "no liability of any kind shall attach to or rest upon the United States for any
damage from or by floods or flood waters at any place"---the U.S. moved for judgment
on the pleadings. The District Court dismissed the complaint because the parties agreed
that the canal was part of the Friant Division of the Central Valley Project, and that flood
control was one of the project's purposes. The Ninth Circuit affirmed, finding that
although the canal serves no flood control purposes, immunity attached solely because it
is a branch of the larger project.

HELD: In determining whether $702c immunity attaches, courts should consider
the character of the waters that cause the relevant damage and the purpose behind their
release rather then the relation between the damage and a flood control project.
Reversed and remanded.
Souterfor a unanimous court
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authorizes federal agencies to realize 560l through issuing regulations. Under this
authority, the Department of Justice (DOÐ created a regulation forbidding funding
recipients to utilize criteria or administrative methods that have the effect of subjecting
people to discrimination.

Respondent Sandoval brought this class action to enjoin the Department's
decision to administer state drivers license exams only in English. Respondent argued
that this decision violated the DOJ regulation because of its effect of subjecting non-
English speakers to discrimination based on their national origin. The District Court
subsequently enjoined the policy and ordered the Department to accommodate non-
English speakers. The Eleventh Circuit affirmed and both courts rejected petitioner's
argument that Title VI did not provide respondents a cause of action to enforce the
regulation. The U.S Supreme Court granted certiorari on September 26,2000.

HELD: There is no private right of action to enforce disparate-impact regulations
promulgated under Title VI . . . The rights-creating language so critical to 5601 analysis
is completely absent from 5602. Whereas 5601 decrees that no person shall be subjected
to discrimination, 5602 limits federal agencies to effectuating rights created by 5601.
And 5602 focuses on neither the individuals protected nor ev€n on the funding recipients
being regulated, but on the regulating agencies. Hence there is far less reason to infer a
private remedy in favor of individual persons.
Scaliafor the Court (ioíned by Rehnquist, O'Connor, Kennedy and Thomas)
Stevens dissenting (ioined by Ginsburg, Breyer and Souter)

Cívíl Ríghts: F¡¡th Amendment

Nguyen u.,IN,S' 99-2071
Petitioner Nguyen was born out of wedlock in Vietnam to a Vietnarnese mother

and co petitioner Joseph Boulais, a U.S. citizen. Petitioner was abandoned by his mother
and was raised by his father, becoming a lawñrl and permanent resident of the U.S. at age
6. Four years after reaching major status, Petitioner was convicted of two counts of
felony sexual assault on a child. Afterwards an immigration Judge ordered Nguyen
deported on account of his serious criminal offenses. Boulais obtained an order of
parentage while Nguyen's appeal was still pending before the Board of Immigration
Appeals. However, the Board dismissed the appeal because petitioners had not complied
with 8 U.S.C. 1409(a)'s requirements for one born out of wedlock overseas to s citizen
father and a non-citizen mother. On appeal, the Fifth Circuit rejected petitioner's claim
that 1409 violated equal protection by providing different citizenship requirements for
children born abroad and out of wedlock depending on whether the citizen is the child's
mother or father.

At the core of petitioner's case is the gender-based difference between mothers
and fathers to confer citizenship on their children.'Whereas mothers of out of wedlock
children do not have to formally prove their parentage to legally acknowledge their
children, fathers do. The U.S. Supreme Court granted certiorari on September 26,2000.

HELD: S 1409 is consistent with the equal protection guarantee embedded in the
Fifth Amendments Due Process Clause. Because a mother's relationship is verifiable
from the birth itself and is documented by the birth certificate or hospital records, and a
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would produce the sort of forum shopping and inequitable administration of laws that

Erie seeksto avoid. Reversed and remanded'
Scøliafor a unanimous Court

CíviI Procedure: AttorneY's Fees

Buckhammon Board & Care Home v. lflest Vírgínía Dep't of Health and Human Res',

99-r848
Dorsey Pierce was a whopping 102 years young'.residing in petitioner's

Buckhammon Board & Care Home *h"o the West Virginia Department of Health and

Human Resources threatened pierce with eviction due to an inability to "self-preserve" in
the event of a fire. pierce could not move well enough to get herself out of the home in an

"-rrg"nry 
situation. petitioner Buckhammon filed suit in the Northern District Court of

WesiVir[inia, alleging the fire regulations violated the Americans with Disabilities Act
(ADA) aJweil as tñe Federal Housing Amendments {ct (FHAA).

pierce never had to leave the ñome and passed on while the suit was pending. The

District court ruled that according to the ADA, a public entity could not administer a

licensing progrÍlm in a discrimit utory manner. However, the West Virginia Legislature

,"prut.ifire Jef-preservation provision of the law before the District Court handed down

its opinion. Petiti-oners sought attorney fees as the prevailing party under-both the ADA
and FHAA on the catalyst ih.ory, which provides for fees to the plaintiffs' counsel when

the suit directly leads the government to ôtt*gt a challenged law or policy. The District
court denied the motion and The Fourth circuit affirmed.

HELD: The catalyst theory is not a permissible basis for the award of attorneys'

fees under the FHAA *¿ epe. The Court went on to note that "the catalyst theory

allows an award where there is no judicially sanctioned change in the parties relationship'

A defendants voluntarily change in conduct, although perhaps accomplishing what the

plaintiff sought to achieïe by the lawsuit, lacks the necessary judicial imprimatur on the

change."
Affirmed.
Rehnquistfor the court (ioined by Scalia, Kennedy, O'Connor, and Thomas)

Scalia concurríng (ioíned by Thomas)
Ginsburg disseniing (ioined by Stevens, Souter and Breyer)

Civíl Ríghts: Tíile W

Alexønder v. Sandovar' 99-1908
In 1990 Alabama amended its state constitution, English is now the state's official

language. That amendment was used as justification for the Alabama Department of
ruttic-Sarety (Department) to require that drivers licensing exams only be administered

in English. Unìl igqt t¡. rtut. oif.trd the exams in 14 different languages- Petitioner

Alexander is the Director of the Department, which is subject to Title VI of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964. 560l of that aCt prohibits discrimination based on race' color, or

naiional origin in prJgrarns or activities that receive federal financial assistance. 5602
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IIELD: The Couf found the "Migratory Bird Rule" to exceed the authority given

respondents by Congress under $a0a(a) of the CWA. The majority also noted that

permitting respondeãts to claim federaí jurisdiction over ponds and mudflats would result

in a signiã"urrt irrfritgement of the States'traditional power of land and water use'

Rehnquistfor the Coirt Qoined by O'Connor, Scalia, Kennedy and Thomas)

Stevens dissenting (¡oinid by Souter, Breyer and Ginsburg): "The lgT7,anendments
afford no support fðr the Cóurt's holding; and amendments Congress adopted in 1977 do

,upport the ðorps' present interpretation of its mission as extending to so called isolated

waters. Indeed, simþle coÍrmon sense cuts against the particular definition of the Corps'

jurisdiction favored by the majority'"
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Crímínal Law: Habeas CorPus

Lackawatrnø County D.A. v. Coss,99-1884
Following *rrttipt. 1986 state court convictions in Pennsylvania, respondent Coss

filed for post-conviction relief alleging ineffective assistance of counsel. The
pennsylvania courts never ruled on thã petition. After serving the full sentence for the

1986 conviction, Coss was again conviðted in state court of aggravated assault' He

successfully challenged his lto nyear sentence on direct appeal. on remand the court

did not consider Coss' 1986 convictions in determining the etigible sentencing range'

However, the court c¿rme back with the same sentence, 6 to 12 years'

coss filed a petition for a writ of habeas colpus, alleging his 1986 convictions

were constitutionally invalid and that he was in custody in violation of the Constitution,

2S U.S.C. 225a@).Íhe Oistrict Court denied the petition, finding Coss had not been

pr.¡al".a by his'1986 counsel's ineffectiveness; The Third circuit remanded'

HELD: Justice O'Connor wrote for a divided and independent-minded Court,

reversing and remÀding the Third Circuit decision. "Because Coss is no longer serving

the sentences for tris t9ã6 convictions, he cannot bring a federal habeas action directed

solely at those convictions." o'connor went on to note the court's holding that2255

motións collaterally attacking a conviction involving enhanced state sentences now

extends to cover 2254 petitions directed at enhanced state sentences.

o,connor for the court Çoined by Rehnquist, scalía, Kennedy and Thomas for parts I, II,
IIIA and IV, Rehnquist liennedy and Thimas for parî IIIC and Rehnquist and Kennedy

for part IIIB)'souter 
dissenting (ioined by Stevens and Ginsburg)

Breyer dissenting

Artuz v. B ennett, 99-1238
Respondent Bennett's situation took a turn for the worse when a New York trial

court denied his motion to vacate his state conviction and a Federal District Court

dismissed his federal habeas petition as untimely because it was filed more than a year

after the effective date of the Antiterrorism and 
-Effective 

Death Penaþ Act (AEDPA)' A
Second Circuit Court of Appeals unanimously reversed and remanded the case, finding

respondent,s habeas petitión not barred by time restraints because his state court motion

to vacate judgement ïas still pending. Essentially the Second Circuit held that because

19

father need not be present at birth, the imposition of different rules to establish

parenthood is neither surprising or troublãsome from a constitutional perspective'

Kennedyfor the Coü 6in"a-Uy Stevens, Rehnquist, Scalia and Thomas)

Scaliaioncuntng (¡oinbdby Thomas) \ ñ--^--^^ +L^
O'Connor dissenting (ioined by Brey:er' Ginsburg and Soutey' Because the INS has failed

to establish at least it ät tn. classificatión substaniially relates to the achievement of

important gonr*rnrntal objectives,I would reverse tire judgment of the Court of

Appeals.

Cívít Rights: Títle WI

Pollard v. E.I. DuPont de Nemours & Co" 00-0763

Petitioner Pollard sued her former employer/respondent' alleging workplace

discrimination in,riotution of Title Vtr of thetivil nights Act' The District Court found

for pollard and part of her award ,orrJitot.d 5300,000 in compensatory damages' the

ceiling for damages under 42 U.S.C. 1981(bX3)' The court made note that the award was

insufficient for pollard,s predicament, uutìieìihands were tied due to an earlier Sixth

circuit holding that front pay money áwarded for rost compensation during the period

between judgment and reinstatement or in lieu of reinstatement was subject to the ceiling

on damaget. tht Sixth Circuit affrmed'
HELD: The Court reversed the Sixth Circuit holding and found that front pay

was not an element of compensatory ãamages for l?s-r(ul purposes and accordingly is

""ir"U¡*t 
to the damagesiap imposed by 1981(b)(3)'

Thomas for the Court ¡átt otie, *emberi¡oined, except for O'Connor who took no part

in the consideration or decision of thís case)

Commerce Cløuse

soríd,/aste Agency of N. cook coynty v. uníted states Army corps of Eng'rr99'1178
p etitioner, ; ;"glt-erate of Cúic ago municip aliti es, s elected an ab andoned

gravel and sand pii*itrr"..veral pond, u, th-, site for a solid waste disposal plant' Due to

the need to fill in several of the ponds, petitiorrer contacted the u'S' Army corps of

Engineers/respondent to determine if aiand fill requirement was needed under S40a(a) of

the clean water Act (crwA), which authorizes the corps to issue permits allowing the

air.tt*gt or dredged material into navigable w{e¡s,
In 1986 tilð;;' afiempted t. ãi*irv their jurisdiction over such projects with

what has been dubbed the ,Migratory Bird dule" (éxtends to intrastate waters that

provide habitat ro, *ig"iory blrds). The Corps used the "Migratory Bird Rule" to assert

jurisdiction over petitiãner'i prospective tandfiil site and refused to issue the 5404

permit. petitioner.nJi"rrg.aï.tpon9t"i'r¡*itAi"tion as well as the merits of the permit

denial and the District Court granted respondents sunmary j"¿gtt.lt on the jurisdictional

question. The Seventh Circuit affr*tã,?*¿ing that-Cottgr"tt has the authority under the

Commerce Clause to regulate intrastatãwaterJand that tñe "Migratory Bird Rule" is a

reasonable interpretation of the CWA'
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Ben¡ett had not received notification of the state appellate court decision (even after
several written inquiries) regarding his motion to vacate, the time for appeal of the
motion's denial had not expired. Accordingly, respondent's habeas petition was not
untimely because the one-yeÍ¡r grace period provided by the AEDPA had not yet begun.

HELD: The Court unanimously affirmed, finding that Bennett's application for
state post-conviction relief was "filed" as that term is commonly understood, when it was
delivered to and accepted by the appropriate court offïcer for placement into the official
record. The Court made clear that the state procedural bars at issue set forth conditions to
obtaining reliet rather than conditions to filing.
Scaliafor a unanimous Court

Duncan v. ll/alker, 00-1 21
Before the April 24,1996 effective date of the Antitenorism and Effective Death

Penalty Act of 1996 (AEDPA), respondents state robbery conviction became final. This,
coupled with the fact that the time during which an application for State post-conviction
relief or other collateral review is pending tolls the limitation period for filing a federal
habeas petition (28 U.S.C.2244(d)(2)), led respondent to file a federal habeas petition
under 2254. The district Court dismissed the petition without prejudice because
respondent had not exhausted other state remedies. On lll/ay 20,1997, respondent filed
another habeas petition that the District Court also dismissed because the petition was not
filed within a reasonable time from the AEDPA's effective date. The Second Circuit
reversed and found that respondent's first federal habeas petition was an application for
other collateral review that tolled the limitation period under 2244(d)(2) and made his
current petition timely.

HELD: The Court reversed and remanded the Second Circuit decision, finding
that a federal habeas petition is not an application for State post-conviction or other
collateral review within the meaningof 2244(dX2). As a result,2244(d)(2) did not toll
the limitation period while respondent's first habeas petition was pending.
O'Connorfor the Court Çoined by Rehnquist, Scalia, Kennedy, Souter and Thomas)
Souter concurring
Stevens concurring in part and in the judgment (ioined by Souter)
Breyer dissenting (ioined by Gínsburg)

Crímínal: Early Release

Lopezu Davís,99-7504
18 U.S.C. $3621(e)(2)(B) allows for a federal prisoner convicted of a "non-

violent offense" who completes a substance abuse program to have hislher sentence
reduced by the Bureau of Prisons (BOP). The BOP initially defined "crimes of violence"
to include a drug trafficking conviction if the offender received a two-level sentence
enhancement under U.S. Sentencing Guidelines (USSG) $2D1.1(bXl) for possessing a
dangerous weapon in connection with the drug charge. A divided Court of Appeals never
reached came to an agreement about whether drug offenses involving firearm possession
should be deemed crimes of violence. The resulting judicial indecision prompted the
BOP to issue a regulation providing denial of early release to several categories of

20

prisoners, including inmates whose curent offense is a felony attended by the carrying or
possession of a firearm,28 CFR $550.58(a)(t)(vi)(n). The BOP bases this denial on their
"asserted discretion to prescribe additional early release criteria."

Petitioner Lopezwas convicted of felony drug offense while in possession of a
firearm. I-opezrequested substance abuse treatment and the BOP gladly obliged but
found him ineligible for early release under the BOP-promulgated regulation. The district
Court demanded that the BOP reconsider Lopez's eligibility. The Eighth Circuit reversed,
reasoning that $3621(e)(2)@)'s "may reduce" language leaves a good deal of discretion
with the BOP.

HELD: The regulation at issue is a permissible exercise of the BOP's discretion
to grant or deny a sentence reduction under $3621 (e)(Z)(B) the Court said in affirming.
Ginsburgfor the Court (joined by O'Connor, Scalia, Souter, Thomas and Breyer)
Stevens dissenting (ioíned by Rehnquist and Kennedy)

Crímínal: Death Penalty and Mental Retardatíon

Penry v. Johnson, 00-6677
In 1989 the U.S. Supreme Court'held that petitioner Penry had been sentenced to

death in violation of the Eighth Amendment. Penry offered extensive evidence that he
was mentally retarded and severely abused as a child during his first Texas capital murder
trial although the jury was never told it could consider and give mitigating effect to that
evidence in imposing a sentence. The Court concluded that none of the three statutorily
mandated issues on the verdict form were broad enough to allow for jury consideration of
Penry's mental deficiencies. Penry was tried in Texas again in 1990 and was once more
found guilty of capital murder. During a crobs-examination one of the defense's experts
cited a physchiatric evaluation prepared by a Dr. Peebles in 1977 to determine Penry's
competency to stand trial. Peebles was of the opinion that Penry \Mas a danger to societ¡r.

When it came time to submit the case to the jury, the trial court instructed the jury
to determine Penry's sentence by answering the same three special issues at issue in
PenryI. The trial court then gave a supplemental instruction about the mitigating evidence
produced by Penry, but offered no realistic vehicle (because of the same three special
issues on the verdict form) for the jury to consider Penry's mental state. Penrywas
sentenced to death and the Texas Court of criminal Appeals affirmed. The Appeals Court
rejected petitioner's claims that his Fifth Amendment rights against self-incrimination
were violated by Dr. Peebles' evaluation and that the jury instructions were
constitutionally inadequate. Penry petitioned for federal habeas relief but the District
Court found Penry's claims to be meritless and the Fifth Circuit denied a certificate of
appealability.

HELD: The Court affrrmed in part, reversed in part and remanded the matter for
further consideration. O'Connor's opinion noted that the admission of Peeble's
evaluation was not in violation of Penry's Fifttr Amendment rights but the jury
instructions at Penry's re-sentencing did not comply with the Court's mandate rn PenryI.
O'Connorþr the Court (unanimous to parts I, II, and IIIA, part IIIB joined by Stevens,
Kennedy, Souter, Ginsburg, and Breyer)
Thomas concurring in part, dissenting in part (ioined by Rehnquist and Scalia)
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Crimínal: Year and a Day Rule

Rogers v. Tennessee, 99-6218
Petitioner was convicted in state court of second degree murder under

Tennessee's criminal homicide statute. Although the statute makes no mention of the
common law "year and a day rule,'o petitioner argued on appeal that the rule persisted as
part of the State's common law and precluded his conviction. The Tennessee Court of
Criminal Appeals disagreed and affirmed the conviction. The State Supreme Court
affirmed, going as far as to abolish the year and a day rule all together. The court
disagreed with petitioner's contention that application of its decision abolishing the rule
would violate the Ex Post Facto Clauses of the U.S. Constitution.

HELD: The Court affirmed, noting that the Tennessee Supreme Court's
retroactive application to petitioner of its decision abolishing the year and a day rule did
not deny petitioner due process of law in violation of the Fourteenth Amendment.
O'Connorfor the Court (ioined by Rehnquist, Kennedy, Souter and Ginsburg)
Stevens dissenting
Scalía díssenting (joined by Stevens and Thomas, Breyer joined as to part II)
Breyer dissenting

Crímínal: Fourth Amendm ent

Saucíer v. Kat6 99-1977,
Respondent Katz is the president of In Defense of Animals, a group that protested

former Vice President Gore's visit to a San Francisco army base. Katz was a¡rested and
subsequently alleged that the arresting officer, petitioner Saucier, had used excessive
force in violation of respondent's Fourth Amendment rights. The District Court declined
to grant Saucier summaryjudgment on qualified immunity grounds. The Ninth Circuit
affirmed, making a two-part qualified immunity inquiry: first the court concluded that the
law governing petitioner's conduct was clearly laid out and then determined if a
reasonable officer could have believed that his conduct was lawful. The court found the
second step to be identical with the merits of a Fourth Amendment excessive force claim
and subsequently ruled that summary judgment based on qualified immunity was
inappropriate.

HELD: The Court reversed and remanded, noting that "The Ninth Circuit's
approach to deny summaryjudgment if a material issue of fact remains on the excessive
force claim could undermine the goal of qualified immunity to avoid excessive disruption
of government and permit the resolution of many insubstantial claims on summary
judgment."
Kennedyfor the Court (joined by Rehnquist, O'Connor, Scalía and Thomas, Souter
joined as to parts I and II)
Ginsburg concurring (joined by Stevens and Breyer)
Souter concurring in part and dissenting in part
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Ferguson v. CW of Charlestonr99-936
After witnessing a troubling amount of cocaine use among pregnant woman, staff

members at the public hospital operated by the Medical University of South Carolina
(MUSC) offered to cooperate with the city of Charleston in prosecuting mothers who
children test positive for drugs at birth. A task force comprised of MUSC staff, police and
local officials developed a policy setting forth procedures for dealing with pregnant
woman using drugs. The policy made no mention of any change in the prenatal care of
such patients and did not prescribe any special treatment for the newborn.

Petitioner's, women arrested at MUSC after testing positive for cocaine, filed this
suit alleging the policy's validity on the theory that warantless and nonconsensual drug
tests conducted for criminal investigative pu{poses were unconstitutional searches. The
District Court instructed the jury to find for petitioners unless they had consented to such
searches. The jury however found for respondents. Petitioners appealed arguing that the
evidence did not support the jury's finding. The Fourth Circuit afnirmed without reaching
the consent question.

HELD: The Court reversed and remanded, finding the city and hospital's use of
diagnostic tests to obtain evidence of a patient's criminal conduct for law enforcement
purposes to be unreasonable without consent. "The interest in using the threat of criminal
sanctions to deter pregnant women from using cocaine cannot justify a departure from the
general rule that an official nonconsensual search is unconstitutional if not authorized by
a valid warrant.
Stevens for the Court (ioined by O'Connor, Souter, Ginsburg and Breyer)
Kennedy concurring in judgment
Scalia dissenting (Rehnquist and Thomas joíned as to Part II)

Florídø u Thomas, 00-391
After respondent Thomas had exited his car he was approached by apolice officer

near the front of his vehicle. Thomas was at a residence where police had made several
arests and the officer checked respondent's identification. The check showed that
Thomas had an outstanding warrant and he was subsequently arrested and taken in the
house. A few short minutes later the arresting officer was back outside digging through
respondent's automobile, uncovering several bags containing methamphetamine. Thomas
was charged with possession of that drug and related offenses. The trial court granted
Thomas" motion to suppress the evidence of narcotics but the Second District Court of
Appeal reversed. The Appeals Court found the search valid under the standards set forth
in New York v. Belton. The Florida Supreme Court reversed, but remanded the matter to
determine whether the vehicle search was justified under Chimel v. Califormø. The U.S.
Supreme Court granted certiorari to determine whether Belton's rule is limited to
situations where the offrcer initiates contact with a vehicle occupant while that person
remains inside the vehicle.

HELD: The Court found itself to lack jwisdiction to decide the question at hand
because the Florida Supreme Court's judgment was not final and subsequently dismissed
the matter for want ofjurisdiction.
Rehnquistþr a unanimous Court
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Scalia díssentíng
Thomas dissenting.' "It is not this Court's role to micromanage state sentencing
proceedings or to develop model jury instructions. I would decline to interfere further
with matters that the Constitution leaves to the States."

Tyler v. Cøín,00-5961
Petitioner Tyler was convicted of murder and filed several petitions for post-

conviction relief including a habeas petition, all of which were denied. After the U.S.
Supreme Court decided Cage v. Louisiana, holding that a jury instruction is
unconstitutional if there is reasonable likelihood that the jury understood it to allow
conviction without proof beyond a reasonable doubt, Tyler filed another state petition
claiming a jury instruction in his trial was substantively identical to the one condemned in
Cage. The State District Court denied relief and the State Supreme Court affirmed. Tyler
moved the Fifth Circuit to allow him a second habeas application as required by the
Antitenorism and Effective Death Penalty Act (AEDPA).

The District Court proceeded to the merits of petitioner's claim and denied relief.
The Fifth Circuit affirmed, noting that the District Court had ered by failing to determine
whether Tyler had satisfied AEDPA's successive habeas standard requiring a dishict
court to dismiss a claim in a successive application unless, as relevant here, the applicant
shows that the claim relies on a new rule of constitutional law, made retroactive to cases
on collateral review by the Supreme Court, 2244(b)(2)(A). The court concluded that
Tler did not meet this standard.

HELD: The Court affirmed, pointing out that the Cage rule was not made
retroactive to cases on collateral review by the Supreme Court, within the meaning of
2244(b)(2)(A). "Because Tyler's habeas application was his second, the District Court
was required to dismiss it unless Tyler showed that this Court already had made Cage
retroactive."
Thomas for the Court (joined by Rehnquist, Scalia, O'Connor and Kennedy)
O'Connor concurring
Breyer dissenting (ioined by Stevens, Souter and Ginsburg)

Crímínal: Síxth Amendment

Texas v. Cobb,99-1702
While in custody for unrelated charges, respondent waived his Miranda rights and

confessed to a home burglary as well as murdering a woman and child. He was convicted
of capital murder and sentenced to death, Texas style. On appeal to the Texas Court of
Criminal Appeals he argued that his confession should have been suppressed because it
was obtained in violation of his Sixth Amendment right to counsel, which respondent
claimed attached when counsel was appointed in the burglary case. The court reversed
and remanded, holding that once the right to counsel attaches to the offense charged, it
also attaches to any other offense that is factually closely related.

HELD: A split Court reversed, finding that the Sixth Amendment right to counsel
is "offense specific," and accordingly cannot extend to offenses that are factually related
to those that have actually been charged.
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Crímínøl: Fífth Amendm ent

Selíng v. Young, 99-1 185- rwashington State's Community Protection Act authorizes the civil commitment
of sexually violent predators or people likely to engage in predatory sexual acts.
Respondent Young is confined under the Act. After a couple of unsuccessful challenges
in siate court, Young instituted a habeas action seeking release from confinement. The
District Court granted the writ, concluding that the Act was unconstitutional. 'While

petitioner's appeal was pending, the U.S. Supreme Court decided Kansas v. Hendricks,
irolding a simiiar Act met substantive due process requirements, was non-punitive and

accordingly did not violate the Double Jeopardy and Ex Post Facto Clauses. The Ninth
circuit remanded for reconsideration in light of Hendricks. The District Court then denied
young's petition. The Ninth Circuit reversed, noting that the "linchpin" of Young's
claims wãs whether the act was punitive as applied to Young. The court did not read
Hendricks to preclude the possibility that the Act could be punitive as applied.

HELD: The Court reversed and remanded, noting that "An Act found to be civil,
cannot be deemed punitive as applied to a single individual in violation of the Double
Jeopardy and Ex Post Facto Clauses" and subsequently provide cause for that
individual's release.
O'Connorfor the Court (joined by Rehnquist, Scalia, Kennedy, Souter, Ginsburg and
Breyer)
Scalia concurring (ioined by Souter)
Thomas concurríng
Stevens dissenting

Crimínøl: Jary Instruclíons

Shafer v. South Carolína,00-5250
After just a few morally trytng hours ofjury deliberation on whether l9-year old

Shafer shoulá receive the death penalty or life imprisonment for killing a convenience
store clerk, the jury brought two questions to the court: Is there any remote chance for
someone convicted of murder to be eligible for parole and under what conditions would
someone convicted of murderbe eligible forparole? Following a1994 ruling in
Simmons v. South Carolina, the state legislature enacted a law making life in prison
without parole the only punishment other than death for convicted murderers, as long as

the statqasked for the death penalty and the jury found aggravating circumstances. In
Shafer's case, aggravating circumstances existed. The trial judge declined to allow the
jury to be told that Shafer would never be eligible for parole. Shortly thereafter the jury
ientenced Shafer to death. The State Supreme Court affirmed the decision.

HELD: The Court reversed Shafer's death sentence, holding that South
Carolina's Supreme Court incorrectly limited the Símmons holding and that whenever
future dangerõusness is at issue in a capital sentencing proceeding, due process requires
that the jury be informed that a life sentence carries no possibility of parole.
Ginsbuig jor the Court (ioined by Rehnquist, Stevens, O'Connor, Brq/er, Souter and
Kennedy)
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Crímínal: Appeøls

Becker v. Montgoffi€t!, 00-6374
Petitioner Becker spent almost ten years in a smoþ Ohio prison cell before

instituting a pro se civil rights action contesting the poorly-ventilated air quality of his
cell under 42 U.S.C. 1983. The District Court promptly dismissed petitioner's complaint
for failure to exhaust prison administrative remedies and for failure to state a claim.
Becker filed a notice of appeal within the required 30 days on a govemment printed form.
On the line tagged "Counsel for Appellant" Becker tlped but did not sign his name. The
Sixth Circuit Clerks Office sent Becker a letter setting a briefing schedule and petitioner
filed his brief in advance of the schedule deadline, signing it on both the cover and the
last page. Long after the 30 day time to appeal had expired, the Sixth Circuit dismissed
the appeal because notice of the appeal was not signed, afatal mistake. Although no
Court Offrcers had called Becker's attention to the unsigned notice, the Court of Appeals
deemed the defect jurisdictional and accordingly incurable outside the time allowed to
file the notice.

HELD: A unanimous Court found that when a party files a timely notice of
appeal in district court, the failure to sign the notice does not require the court to dismiss
the appeal. The Court added that "as plainly as Civil Rule 11(a) requires a signature on
filed papers, so the rule goes on to provide that omission of the signature may be
corrected promptly after being called to the attention of the attorney or part¡/."
Ginsburgfor a unanimous Court

Crímínal: Eíghth Amendment

Booth v. Churner, 99'1964
Petitioner Booth was a Pennsylvania state prison inmate when he sought relief

under 42 U.S.C. 1983, alleging that respondent prison officials violated his Eighth
Amendment right to be free from cruel and unusual punishment by way of repeated
beatings and denying petitioner much-needed medical attention. He sought various forms
of injunctive relief as well as monetary damages.

The Prison Litigation Reform Act (PLRA) requires a prisoner to exhaust available
administrative remedies before suing over prison conditions. At the time of filing,
Pennsylvania provided an administrative grievance and appeals system, which addressed
Booth's complaints but had no provision for monetary damages. After filing an
administrative complaint, Booth did not seek administrative review before moving on to
federal court. Booth's failure to appeal administratively led the District Court to dismiss
the complaint with prejudice for failure to exhaust administrative remedies. The Third
Circuit affirmed.

HELD: The Court found that even though petitioner was only seeking monetary
damages in front of the district court (all other issued being moot upon petitioner's
transfer to another correctional facility) and the administrative processes could not
address money damages, petitioner is still required by the PLRA to exhaust
administrative options before moving on to court.
Souterfor a unanimous Court
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Rehnquistþr the Court (ioined by OiConnor, Scalia, Kennedy and Thomas)
Kennedy concurríng (ioined by Scalia and Thomas)
Breyer dissentíng (ioined by Stevens, Ginsburg and Souter)

Glover v. Uníted Statesr 99-8576
It was recoÍtmended that petitioner Glover's federal labor racketeering, money

laundering and tax evasion convictions be grouped under U.S. Sentencing Guidelines
S3Dl.2, which allows for the grouping of counts involving the same harm. The
óovernment objected to grouping the money laundering counts together and the trail
court agreed, thereby increasing Glover's offense level and subsequently his sentence by
6 to 21 months. His counsel did not press the grouping issue nor raise it during appeal

and a Seventh Circuit court affirmed petitioner's sentence.
Glover then filed a pro se motion to correct his sentence, arguing that his

counsel's failure to pursue the grouping matter amounted to ineffective assistance of
counsel. The DistriCt Court denied the motion, finding that under Circuit precedence a 6

to 2l month sentencing increase did not amount to prejudice under the Strickland v.

Washington standard. ifte court denied his ineffective assistance claim and the Seventh

Circuit affirmed.
HELD: The Court found that the Seventh Circuit erred in engrafting onto the

prejudice branch of the Stríckland test the requirement lhat any increase in sentence must
*"ät u standard of significance. The matter was accordingly reversed and remanded.
Kennedyfor a unanimous Court

Crímínal : Antí-S huttlíng Pr ovísio n

Alabamø v. Bozeman, 00-492
The Interstate Agreement on Detainers (Agreement) provides that a State that

obtains a prisoner for trial purposes must try him within 120 days of his arrival. If the

receiving State returns the prisoner to his original place of imprisonment prior to that
trial, charges shall be dismissed with prejudice.

Wftitr respondent Bozeman was serving time in a Florida federal prison,
Covington County, Alabama received temporary custody of respondent to arraign
Bozeman on firearms charges and to appoint counsel. Bozeman obtained counsel and

appeared in local court the next morning. That night he was shipped back to the federal
penitentiary. A month later respondent was shuttled back to Alabama for trial. Bozeman's
lounsel moved to dismiss the state charges because Bozeman had been returned to his
original place of imprisonment prior to trial for the state firearms charges. Respondent
** 

"onuicted 
and an appeals court affirmed. The State Supreme Court reversed.

HELD: A darn near unanimous Court fouqd in favor of Bozeman, noting that the
literal language of Article IV (e) of the Agreement bars any further criminal proceedings
when a defendant is returned to the original place of imprisonment before trial.
Breyerfor the Court (Parts I, IIA and IIC unanimous, IIB joined by Rehnquist, Stevens,

O'Connor, Kennedy, Souter, and Ginsburg)
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Crímínal: Sentencing

Buford v. Uníted Støtes,99-9073
petitioner Buford pleaded guilty to armed bank robbery. At sentencing the

Government conceded that her four prior robbery convictions were related but would not
concede that her previous drug conviction was related. The U.S. Sentencing Guidelines
define a careeÍ offender as one with at least two prior felony convictions for violent or
d.rug-related crimes and insist that a sentencing judge count all related convictions as a

sinfle prior conviction. The Guidelines further advise that convictions are related if they
*"i. .ãtrrolidated for sentencing. The District Court came to the conclusion that the drug
and robbery cases had not been consolidated, either formally or functionally, and the
Seventh Circuit affirmed, using deferential review as opposed to de novo.

HELD: A unanimous Court found that deferential review is indeed appropriate
when an appeals court reviews a trial court's Sentencing Guideline determination as to
whether uttbff.n¿rr's prior convictions were consolidated for sentencing. The relevant
federal sentencing statute requires a reviewing court to both accept a district court's
findings of fact (unless clearly erroneous) and give due deference to the court's
appücãtion of the guidelines to the facts and accordinglypetitioner's drug conviction
cãnnot be related to her prior robbery convictions.
Breyerþr a unanimous Court

Døníels v. Uníted Støtes,99'9136
The Armed Career Criminal Act (ACCA) imposes a mandatoryminimum

sentence on anyperson convicted ofbeing a felon in possession of a firearm who also has

three previous virolent felony convictions. Petitioner Daniels was convicted of being a

felonin possession of a firearm and had four prior state convictions (violent felonies).
After an unsuccessful appeal petitioner filed a motion to vacate, set aside or correct his
federal sentence pursuant to 28 U.S. C.2255. He asserted that his sentence was in
violation of the Constitution because it was based in part on two prior unconstitutional
convictions. Both prior convictions were based on inadequate guilty pleas and one was
the direct result of ineffective assistance of counsel. The District Court denied
petitioner's motion and the Ninth Circuit affirmed.

HELD: A divided Court found that petitioner failed to pursue remedies to
challenge his prior convictions while he was serving time for the convictions and cannot
,ro* urã a2255 motion directed at his federal sentence to collaterally attack those

convictions.
O'Connorfor the Court (ioined by Rehnquist, Kennedy and Thomasioined, Scalia joined
in part)
Scalia concurring in Part
Souter dissenting (ioined by Stevens and Ginsburg)

Crímínal: RICO

Cedríc Kushner Promotíons v. King,00-549
petitioner, a corporate boxing promoter, sued respondent Don King, the president

and sole shareholder of a rival corporation, alleging King had conducted his corporate
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Cook v. Grølíke,99-929
In response to the court's decision in u.s. Term Limits v. Thornton Missouri

voters adopted an amendment to Article VItr of their State Constitution. The amendment

*u, .p.rincally designed to bring Sbout a specified "Congressional Term Limits

Amendment'o to the ñederal Constitution. Article VIII, among other things, requires

Missouri congress Members to use all their powers to pass the federal amendments and

when a candidate, incumbent or nonincumbent chooses to not support the term limit
efforts, their stance will be delineated below their name on the ballot' Respondent

Gralike, a nonincumbent House candidate, sued to enjoin petitioner frolimplementing
Article vItr on the ground that it violated the Federal Constitution. The District Court

gr*t.¿ Gralike summary judgment and the Eighth circuit affirmed'
HELD: The Court afñrmed judgment, finding Missouri's Article Vtr

unconstitutional. . Artid" vItr is ptainty aesigned to favor candidates who are willing to

ñd; the particular form of a term limits amendment set forth in its text and to

disfavor" those in oPPosition.
X*"n, pr the Couä (ioined by Scalia, Kennedy, Ginsburg, and Breyer, Souterioined as

to parti I, II and IV, Thomas joined as to parts I and IY)
KennedY concurring
Tho*ai concurring in part, concurríng in judgment

Rehnquist concurring (ioined by O'Connor)

Hunt v. Crom artíe, 99-1864
S m allwo o d v- Crom artíe, 99'1865

After u Sopr"Àr ôourt finding that North Carolina's legislature violated the

Constitution wtren redrawing voting ãistrict lines, the State redrew those boundaries in
tggl.A three-judge DistriciCourt granted appelleessummary judgment, finding the

1997 boundaries tã have once agairibeen créated with racial considerations dominating

arl others. The u.S. supreme cõurt reversed, finding a genuine issue of fact as to whether

the evidence was consistent with a race-based objective or the constitutional political

objective of creating a safe Democratic seat. on remand, the District court again held

that the legislature ñad used race-driven criteria in drawing the 1997 boundaries'

HELD: A divided Court reversed the District Court, finding the court's

conclusion that the state violated the Equal Protection clause in drawing tlrle 1997

boundaries to be based on clearly rlTon"out findings. "The modicum of evidence

supforting the District Court's conclusion . . . does not show that racial considerations

piäå"-i*ted in the boundaries drawing, because race in this case correlates closely with

;;ii i"ri uerravior;;1African-AmericanÑere believed to vote Democratic 90-95%o of the

time in North Carolina).
li"yrr7o, the Court (i'oíned by Stevens, O'Connor, Souter and Ginsburg)

Thomasdissentíng(iotnedbyRehnquist,scaliaandKennedy)
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B artnícki v Vopper, 99 -1687
During heated negotiation talks between a union representing teachers and the

local school board, a cell phone conversation between a union negotiator and the union
president þetitioners) was intercepted and recorded. After the union and school board
came to an agreement, respondent Vopper played the tape of the intercepted conversation
on his radio show in connection with news reports about the settlement. Petitioners filed
this suit under both federal and state wiretapping statutes, alleging that their conversation
was intercepted by an unknown person and repeatedly published by Vopper despite
having reason to know the transmission was obtained illegally.

The District Court found tÌ¡at under the statutory language, it made no difference
that Vopper might not have known the conversation was stolen and rejected respondent's
defense that they were protected by the First Amendment even if in violation of the
statutes. When the Third Circuit accepted an interlocutory appeal, the United States
intervened to defend the federal acts constitutionally. After applying intermediate
scrutiny, the Third Circuit held the statutes invalid because they deterred significantly
more speech than necessary to protect the private interests at stake, and remanded the
case with instructions to enter summary judgment for respondents.

HELD: The Court found that the First Amendment protÞcts the disclosures made
by respondent Vopper on his talk show. The Court referred to its decision in New York
Times Co. v. Sullivan and noted that "parallel reasoning requires the conclusion that a
stranger's illegal conduct does not suffice to remove the First Amendment shield from
speech about a matter of public concern."
Stevens for the Court (ioined by A'Connor, Souter, Breyer, Ginsburg and Kennedy)
Breyer concurring (joined by O'Connor)
Rehnquist dissenting (joined by Scalia and Thomas)

Uníted Støtes v. Uníted Foods,Inc.,00-276
The Mushroom Promotion, Research and Consumer Information Act mandates

that fresh mushroom handlers pay assessments used to fund advertising and promotion.
Respondents refused to pay the assessment; they wanted to promote their mushrooms as
superior to most on the market and thought it a First Amendment violation that they
should pay for advertising to the contrary. Respondents filed a petition with the Secretary
of Agriculture and the U.S. countered with an enforcement action in District Court. The
District Court consolidated the two cases for review and subsequently granted the
Government summary judgment. The court found Glíclcrnan v. Wielman Bros & Elliot to
be dispositive, adhering to its rule that the First was not violated when California fruit
producers had to pay a similar assessment for advertising as part of a larger regulatory
marketing scheme. The Sixth Circuit reversed, holding that Glichnan did not control
because the mandated payments at issue were not part of a comprehensive statutory
agricultural marketing program.

HELD: The assessment violates the First Amendment. The court noted "The First
Amendment may prevent the govemment from compelling individuals to pay subsidies
for speech to which they object."
Kennedyfor the Court (joined by Rehnquist, Stevens, Scalia, Souter and Thomas)
Stevens concurring
Thomas concurring
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Federal Agencìes

Uníted States v. Mead Corp.99-1434.
Customs officials classiff and fix the rate of duty on imports under rules and

regulations issued by the Treasury Department. Here, Customs officials changed a

clãssification, making Mead's product taxable. Under Chevron U.S.A., Inc- v- Natural
Resources Defense Council, hnc,467 U.S. 837, Customs regulations receive the highest
level of deference by courts. kr this case the regulations qualiff for such deference
because Congress delegated authority to the agency to make rules carrying the force of
law. The agency determination was promulgated in the exercise of such authority.

Souter, for the majoritY.
Scalia dissents.

Fírst Am endment: SPeech

Loríllard Tobacco Co, v. Reíþ,00-596
In response to the Massachusetts Attomey General (Attorney General) issuing a

series of comprehensive regulations goveming the advertising and sale of cigarettes,
smokeless tobacco and cigars, petitioners, a group of tobacco manufacturers and retailers,
filed suit. Petitioners' asserted the Supremacy Clause claim that cigarette advertising
regulations were preempted by the Federal Cigarette Labeling and Advertising Act
6õfea¡, which prescribes mandatory health warnings for cigarette packaging and
àdvenising and preempts similar state regulations. For the most part, the District Court
upheld the regulations. However, the court noted that restrictions on the location of
aãvertising were not preempted by the FCLAA and neither the regulations prohibiting
outdoor advertising within 1000 feet of a schooVplayground nor the sales practices
regulations violated the First Amendment. The Fifth Circuit affirmed the lower ruling
that the regulations are not preempted by the FCLAA.

UÈf-O: The Court found the FCLAA to preempt Massachusetts'regulations
governing outdoor and point'of-sale cigarette advertising. O'Connor's opinion further
ioted thai the regulation prohibiting tobacco ads from being placed upon walls lower
than five feet was indeed a First Amendment violation.
O'Connorfor the Court þarts I, IIC and IID were unanimous, parts IIIA, IIIC and IIID
joined by ilehnquist, Scalía, Kennedy, Souter and Thomas, part IIIBI ioined by
"Rehnquíst, 

Steiens, Souter, Ginsburg and Breyer, parts IIA, IIB, IIIB2 and IV joined by

Rehnquist, Scalia, Kennedy and Thomas.
. Kennàdy concurríng in part and judgment (ioined by Scalia)
Thomas concurring in part andiudgment
Souter concurring and dissenting
Stevens concurring and dissenting (joined by Ginsburg, Breyer and Souter in part)
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Zadvydas v. D avÍs, 99-7 791
Petitioner Zadvydas was born of Lithuanian parents in a German displaced

persons camp. He was ordered deported based on his criminal record. Germany and
Lithuania both refused to accept him because he was not a citizen of either country. After
a removal order is entered, an alien ordered removed can be held in custody during a90'
day removal period. If the alien is not removed after 90-days, the post-removal period
detention statute authorizes further detention or supervised release subject to review.
When petitioner remained in custody after the 90-day period, he filed a habeas action
under 28 U.S.C. 2241. The District Court granted the writ, reasoning that because the
Government would never remove him, his confinement would be permanent and in
violation of the Constitution. In reversing, the Fifth Circuit held that petitioner's
detention did not violate the Constitution because eventual deportation was not an
impossibility, good faith efforts at removal continued and his detention was subject to
admini strative review.

HELD: The Court vacated the Fifth Circuit holding and remanded for consistent
deliberation. The Court held that the Constitution dòes not allow for indefinite detention.
"Despite the Constitutional problem here, if this Court were to find a clear Congressional
intent to grant the Attorney General the power to indefinitely detain an alien ordered
removed, the Court would be required to give it effect. But this Court finds no clear
indication of such intent."
Breyerfor the Court (ioined by Stevens, O'Connor, Souter and Ginsburg)
Scalia dissenting (ioined by Thomas)
Kennedy dissenting (joined by Rehnquist, Scalia and Thomas join as to part I)

Intellectual Property

New York Tímes Co. v. Tasíni,00-201
Respondent freelance authors (Authors) wrote articles for newspapers and

magazines (Print Publishers) who then would often license rights to the articles to Lexis
andother online databases or CD-ROMs (Electronic Publishers). The articles were not
reprinted in their original formo with no headlines or links to other articles that appeared
inthe original publication. The Authors filed this suit alleging copyright infringement as

a direct result of the Electronic Publishers placing their articles in databases. In response
to the Authors' complaint, the Print and Electronic Publishers raised the privilege of
collective copynght or¡/ners by 201(c) of the Copynght Act. That provision reads:
"Copyright in each separate contribution to a collective work is distinct from copryright
in the collective work as a whole." The District Court granted the Publishers summary
judgment, finding that the databases reproduced and distributed the Authors' work in
accordance with 201(c). The Second Circuit reversed, granting the Authors' summary
judgment on the ground that the databases were not among the collective works covered
iV ãOf (r) an specifically were not revisions of the periodicals in which the articles first
appeared.

HELD: The Court affirmed. "$ 201(c) does not authorize the copying at issue
here. The Publishers are not sheltered by 201(c) because the databases reproduce and
distribute articles standing alone and not in context, not as part of a particular collective
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Breyer dissenting (ioined by Ginsburg and O'Connor)

Immígratíon

C alcano-M ørtínez v. ^tN,S' 00-1 01 I
Petitioners are lawful residents of the U.S., all of whom concede that they are

eligible for deportation based on their aggravated felony convictions. Each filed a petition
for review in the Second Circuit pursuant to 8 U.S.C.I252(a)(l) and a habeas corpus
petition in the District Court pursuant to 28 U.S.C .2241in order to challenge the INS's
determination that petitioners were ineligible to apply for a discretionary waiver of
deportation. The Second Circuit dismissed the petitions for lack ofjurisdiction, finding
that petitioners could still pursue their claims in a2241action in district court.

HELD: The Court affirmed, noting that the Second Circuit lacked jurisdiction to
hear the petitions for direct review, but petitioners are free to continue with their habeas
petition in district court. "The Illegal Immigration Reform and tmmigrant Responsibility
Act expresslyprecludes courts of appeal from exercising jurisdiction to review a final
removal order against an alien removable by reason of a conviction for an aggravated
felony."
Stevens for the Court (ioined by Kennedy, Souter, Ginsburg and Breyer)
O'Connor dissenting
Scalia dissentíng (ioined by Rehnquist and Thomas)

.tN^S v. St. Cyr,00-767
In 1996, both the Antiterrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act (AEDPA) and

the lllegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act (IIRIRA) greatly
reduceã the number of aliens who could depend on relief from2lã(c) of the Immigration
and Nationality Act of 1952.212(c) granted the Attorney General broad discretion to
waive deportation of resident aliens. Both the AEDPA and the IIRIRA preclude such
relief for any resident alien convicted of an aggravated felony. Respondent St. Cyr plead
guilty to a criminal charge that made him eligible for deportation. He would have been
eligible for a waiver of deportation under the immigration law in effect when he was
convicted, but his removal proceedings were commenced after AEDPA's and IIRIRA's
effective dates.

The Attorney General claims that those acts take a\¡/ay his ability to grant
respondent's waiver. The Federal District court accepted St. Cyr's habeas corpus
application and agreed that the new restrictions do not apply to removal proceedings
biought against an alien who pleaded guilty to a deportable crime before their enactment.
The Second Circuit affirmed.

HELD: The Court affirmed, holding that courts have jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C
2241to decide the legal issue raised by St. Cyr's habeas petition.
Stevens for the Court (jotned by Kennedy, Souter, Ginsburg, and Breyer)
O'Connor dissenting
Scalia dissenting (ioined by Rehnquist, Thomas and O'Connor in part)
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HELD: A unanimous Corlrt reversed. "Because state law affords G & G
sufficient opporhrnity to pursue its claim for payment under its contracts in state court,
the statutory scheme does not deprive it if due process.n'
Rehnquist for unanimous Court

Securítìes

The Wharf LTD. v. Unìted Int'l Holdíngs,Inc.,00-347
Petitioner Wharf Limited orally granted respondent United International Holdings

an option to buy 10% of the stock in Wharf s Hong Kong cablg system if United rendered
certain services. United fulfîlled it's obligation but Wharf refused to permit it to exercise
the option and intemal documents later revealed no intention of carrying out its promise.
United sued in Federal District Court, claiming that'Wharf s conduct violated 10(b) of the
Securities Exchange Act, which prohibits using any manipulative or deceptive device or
contrivance in connection with the purchase or sale of any secwity. A jury found for
United and the Tenth Circuit affirmed.

HELD: \Mharf s secret intention not to honor the option it sold United violates
10(b), a unanimous Court held in affirming.
Breyerfor a unanimous Court

TDcøtíon

Gítlítz v. Comm'r of Internøl Revenue,99-1295
David Gitlitz and Philip'Winn were shareholders of P.D.W. & 4., Inc., a

corporation taxed under subchapter S of the Internal Revenue Code (Code), 26 U.S.C.
$$13611379 (1994). Subchapter S allows shareholders the option to elect a "pass-
through" taxation system, the purpose of which is to ensure that income is subjected to
only one level of taxation. The corporation's profits or losses pass through directly to
shareholders on a pro rata basis and are reported directly on the shareholder's individual
tax returns. To avoid double taxation of income upon distribution from the corporation to
the shareholders, $1367 (aXtXA) permits shareholders to increase their corporate basis
by items of income identified in The Code.

Petitioner's Gitlitz and Winn did exactly that on their ta,r returns. They used their
increased basis to deduct corporate losses, including suspended ones from previous years.
The Commissioner of Internal Revenue came to the conclusion that petitioner's could not
use the corporation's discharge of indebtedness to increase their basis in the stock and
subsequently denied their loss deductions. The Ta>< Court reluctantly agreed. The Tenth
Circuit affirmed. Because the corporation's net operating loss equaled the discharged
debt amount, that entire amount was absorbed by the corporate reduction and nothing
remained to be passed through to shareholders.

The Supreme Court addressed two issues: Wether the Code permits taxpayers to
increase basis ín their S corporation stock by the amount of an S corporation's discharge
of indebtedness excludedfrom gross íncome and if the Code permits such an increase,
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should the increase occur beþre or after taxpayers are required to reduce the S
corp oration's ta)c attributes.

HELD: (1) The statute's plain language establishes that excluded discharged
debt is an "item of income," which passes through to shareholders and increases their
basis in an S corporation's stock.
(2) $108 (bX4XA) expressly addresses the sequencing question, directing that the
attribute reductions be made after the determination of the tax imposed, not before as

stipulated by The Commissioner of Internal Revenue.
Thomas (for the court, joined by Rehnquist, Stevens, O'Connor, Scalia, Kennedy, Souter,
and Ginsburg)
Breyer (dissentíng)

Dír. of Revenue of Míssouriv. CoBankACB,99-1792
The Farm Credit Act of 1933 created various lending institutions within the Farm

Credit System, including banks for cooperatives and subsequently went to great lengths
addressing their taxation. In 1996, respondent CoBank, a successor to all rights of a
cooperative bank, filed amended retums on behalf of the former cooperative, requesting
an exemption from all Missouri corporate income taxes and refunds on the taxes it paid
for 1991-1994. CoBank asserted that the Supremacy Clause accords federal
instrumentalities immunity from state taxation unless Congress has clearly waived this
immunity. The State denied the request but the State Supreme Court reversed, stating that
because the Act's current version is silent as to such banks' tax immunity, Congress
cannot be said to have expressly consented to state income tæration and the banks are
accordingly immune.

HELD: The Court reversed and remanded, ruling that Banks for cooperatives are
subject to state income taxation.
Thomas for a unanimous Court

Uníted Domíníon Indus. Inc. v. Uníted States,00-157
The Internal Revenue Code of 1954 allows taxpayers to carry their net operating

loss (NOL) forward or backward to other tax years in order to set off lean years against
lush years. The carry-back period for product liability losses (PLL) is ten years. The Code
also provides that an affiliated group of corporations can provide a single consolidated
return. Treasury regulations provide that such a group's consolidated net operating loss
(CNOL) is determined by several items, one of which is the separate taxable income
(STD of each group member. Petitioner's predecessor in interest, AMCA, was the parent
of an affiliated group filing consolidated returns for 1983-1986. In each year, AMCA
reported CNOL exceeding the total of its 26 members product liability expenses (PLE).
AMCA included five PLE's with positive STI's. Nonetheless, AMCA included those
PLE's in determining its PLL fo¡ 10 year carry-back under a single entity approach, in
which it compared the groups CNOL and total PLE's to determine the groups total PLL.
In direct contrast, the Government's separate-member approach compares each affiliates
STI and PLE's in determining whether each affiliate suffers aPLL, and only then
combines any PLL's of the individual affiliates to determine a consolidated PLL. Under
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this approach, PLE's incurred by an affiliate with positive STI cannot contribute to a
PLL.

In 1986 and 1987 AMCA petitioned for refunds based on its PLL calculations.
The IRS ruled in AMCA's favor but was reversed by a joint Congressional committee
that oversees refunds exceeding a certain threshold. AMCA then filed this refund action.
The District Court applied AMCA's single-entity approach, finding that so long as the
affiliated groups consolidated return reflects CNOL in excess of the groups aggregate
PLE's, the total of those expenses is a PLL that may be calried back. In reversing the
Fourth Circuit applied the separate member approach.

HELD: The Court reversed and remanded, finding that an affiliated group's PLL
must be figured on a consolidated, single-entity basis, not by aggregating PLL's
separately determined company by company.
Souterþr the Court (joined by Rehnquist, O'Connor, Scalia, Kennedy, Thoma,s,
Ginsburg and Breyer)
Thomas concurring
Stevens dìssenting

United States v. Cleveland Indíans Baseball Co.,00-203
Respondent Cleveland Indians Baseball Company (Company) owed 8 players

backpay for wages due in 1986 and 14 players for wages due in 1987. The Company paid
the back-wages in 1994. This case asks whether, under the Federal Insurance
Contributions Act (FICA) and the Federal Unemployment Tax Act (FUTA), the backpay
should be taxed in reference to the year they were actually paid (1994) or the year they
should have been paid (1986 and 1987). The Company paid its share of taxes according
to the 1994 tax rates and wage bases. After the IRS denied respondent's claim for a
refund of those payments, the Company initiated this suit in District Court. The Company
relied on the Sixth Circuit precedent holding that a settlement for back wages should not
be allocated to the period when the employer finally pays but rather the periods when the
\ /ages were not paid. The District Court entered judgment for the Company and ordered
the Government to refund FICA and FUTA taxes. The Sixth Circuit affirmed.

HELD: The Court reversed, ruling that back \¡¡ages are subject to FICA and
FUTA taxes by reference to the year the wages were in fact paid.
Ginsburgfor the Court (joined by Rehnquist, Stevens, O'Connor, Kennedy, Souter,
Thomas and Breyer)
Scalia concurring

Unìted Støtes v. Hatter,99-1978
Iri'1982 Congress extended Medicare to federal employees, meaning federal

judges began to have Medicare taxes withheld from their salaries. In 1983 Congress
required all newly hired federal employees to participate in Social Security. 96Yo of
federal employees had the discretion of deciding to participate in the program. The other
4olo, consisting of federal judges and other high-ranking officials, were required to
participate in the program. The exception to the rule was that those who contributed to a
covered retirement program could modiff their participation in a manner that left their
total payroll deduction for retirement and Social Security unchanged. This allowed judges
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to avoid additional financial obligatio¡r as a result ofjoining Social Security. The
noncontributory pension system for federal judges was not covered, and payroll
deductions for judges accordingly increased.

A number of federal judges appointed before 1983 file suit, arguing that the 1983
law violated the Compensation Clause, which guarantees federal judges a Compensation
which shall not be diminished during their continuance in ofñce. The Court of Federal
Claims ruled against the judges but the Fede¡al Circuit reversed. On certiorari to the U.S.
Supreme Court, because some Justices were diiqualified and the Court failed to find a
quorum, the Federal Circuit opinion was affirmed. On remand, the Court of Federal
Clui*r found that judges Medicare claims were time barred. The Federal Circuit
reversed.

HELD: The Court found that the Compensation Clause prevents the Government
from collecting Social Security taxes, but not Medicare taxes, from judges who held
office before Congress extended those taxes to federal employees.
Breyerfor the Court (ioined by Rehnquist, Kennedy, Souter and Ginsburg)
Scalía concurring in part, dissenting in part
Thomas concurring in part, dissenting in part
Stevens and O'Connor tookno part in the deliberation

Other

Uníted States v. Oakland Cannabís Buyets Coop.r 00-151t
Respondent Oakland Cannabis Buyers Cooperative (Cooperative) was organized

to distribute marijuana to qualified patients for medical purposes. Despite overwhelming
voter approval of the need for medicinal marijuana, the U.S. sued to enjoin the

Cooperative under the Controlled Substances Act. The District Court enjoined the
Cooþerative's activities, but unfazed the Cooperative kept on keeping on. The District
Court then found the Cooperative in contempt, rejecting the notion that any distributions
were medically necessary. The Court rejected the Cooperatives motion to modiff the
injunction to permit medicallynecessary distributions. The Ninth Circuit reversed and
remanded the ruling on the motion to modiffthe injunction. The Court noted that *the

District Court mistakenly believed it had no discretion to issue an injunction more limited
in scope than the Controlled Substances Act and the District Court should have weighed
the public interest and considered factors such as the serious harm in depriving patients of
marijuana in deciding whether to modiff the injunction."

HELD: The Court reversed, furding no medical necessity exception to the
Conholled Substances Act's prohibitions on manufacturing and distributing marijuana.
Thomas for the Court (ioíned by Rehnquist, Scalia, O'Connor and Kennedy)
Stevens concurring in judgnent (ioíned by Souter and Gínsburg)
Breyer took no part in deliberations.

PROBATE, RTAL AND PERSONAL PROPERTY

TIMOTHY F. CLARE, ESg.
Rembolt Ludtke & Berger LLP
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